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The traditional measure for Machine Learning/Natural Language experiments have been 
borrowed from Information Retrieval, where Precision reflects the accuracy of positive 
predictions, and Recall reflects the rate of return of real positives. These measures are totally 
independent of the number of negative cases that are truly predicted as negative (TN=D). The 
F-factor is a harmonic mean of Recall and Precision and thus also ignores these cases.  The 
Rand Accuracy (TP+TN)/N can be regarded as a weighted average of Recall and Inverse 
Recall, or of Precision and Inverse Precision (where the Inverse problem reverses positive and 
negative), and thus does reflect both positive and negative cases with appropriate weighting.   
   A second problem with all of these measures is that they are heavily influenced by two kinds 
of bias – Prevalence, the proportion of real positives, rp = (A+C)/N; and prediction Bias, the 
proportion of positive predictions, rp = (A+B)/N.  This is where Kappa-like measures come 
in, explicitly seeking to debias the statistics.  On the other hand there are other statistics like 
Correlation as well as information theoretic measures like Mutual Information, as well as the 
determinant dtp = ad–bc and the odds ratio or = ad/bc.  Which should we use and when?  

Definition 1  
Kappa subtracts off the chance performance and renormalizes to the form of probability. 
Different kinds of Kappa model chance in different ways and for different purposes. 
Usually it is Accuracy that is debiased, and interestingly the function is autoinverting in 
the sense that the expectation model (Chance) can be derived similarly from Kappa. 
Kappa = (Accuracy – Chance) / (1 – Chance) 
Chance =  (Accuracy – Kappa) / (1 – Kappa)  

Definition 2  
Cohen’s Kappa is intended to compare people’s ratings on the basis that different people 
use different scales or distributions – some are more positive, some more negative (bias) 
while some use the full scale and some sit on the fence (variance). Neither of the 
labelings is thus marked as being correct or the gold standard, and the biases expressed 
by each are assumed to be independent. In the context of measuring predictions against 
real classes (gold standard), Cohen’s defines Chance in terms of Bias(pp=1-pn) and 
Prevalence (rp=1-rn).  
Chance = rp • pp + rn • pn 

Definition 3  
Fleiss’ Kappa was supposed to be a generalization of Cohen’s Kappa to more than two 
raters, but in fact generalizes Scott’s Pi which makes the assumption that both sets of 
labels come from the same distribution. This seems less reasonable than the Cohen 
assumption for both different people, let alone artificial and natural “intelligence”. The 
Scott/Cohen definition of Chance thus uses the averages of the respective biases: 
Chance = (rp + pp)² + (rn + pn)² 

Definition 4  
Powers’ Informedness quantifies how informed a predictor is for the specified condition, 
and specifies the probability that a prediction is informed in relation to the condition.  As 
defined, the base statistic is Recall and the chance statistics subtracted in the numerator 
and denominator are Bias (pp) and Prevalence (rp) respectively: 
Informedness =  Recall + Inverse Recall – 1  =  tpr-fpr  =  1-fnr-fpr             
                       =  (Recall − Bias) / (1 − Prevalence) 

In the paper we show that the Cohen and Fleiss Kappas, Powers’ Informedness and 
Markedness, and Matthews Correlation are normalizations of determinant dtp, 
Informedness and Markedness by Prevalence and Bias, and the others by various means. 

Powers [1] derived a Kappa-like measure, Informedness, based on the idea of an “edge” in 
gambling, given knowledge of the underlying base probabilities and rewarding success and 
penalizing failures according fair odds (Bookmaker) for an arbitrary number of classes.  

Dichotomous cases – Informedness, Markedness & Correlation 
When we just have two classes (+ and –), Informedness can be understood in terms of ROC 
analysis either as the distance from a specific prediction system to the chance line, as the 
Unbiased Weighted Relative Accuracy (WRAcc for Skew=0), as twice the area between the 
curve and the chance line, or in terms of the Area Under the Curve (AUC) as 2AUC-1. In 
Psychology, Dichotomous Informedness corresponds to DeltaP'.  DeltaP is identified 
empirically as the normative predictor of human associative judgements, as one concept 
primes or marks another. Whereas Informedness corresponds and DeltaP' and is an unbiased 
Kappa for Recall, DeltaP corresponds to Markedness, how much the actual class influences or 
marks the selected predictor, and is a Kappa for Precision. The geometric mean of 
Informedness and Markedness is the Matthews Correlation.  Connections to Mutual 
Information and G² and χ² significance are discussed in [2]. 

Above, Monte Carlo simulation compares Weighted 
(W=Rand Accuracy), Harmonic (F-measure) and Geometric 
(G) Averages of Recall and Precision and Cohen Kappa 
(dashes) versus Powers Kappas & Matthews Correlation 
(dots). With Determinant and Geometric Means of Real and 
Predicted biases shifted down by 1 for clairty (solid). 

Left, we highlight measures that are particularly misleading 
with respect to the actual proportion of Informed Decisions 
(steps in graph) claiming high accuracy even for 15% Info 
and solid performance even when the information is 
deliberately used to make an incorrect decision 15% of the 
time (and is made randomly the rest of the time). Powers 
Informedness recovers empirical Informedness perfectly  
Cohen Kappa is too conservative for Bias <<   >>  Prev. 
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Dashed Line = Cohen Kappa (Kap) 
Dots are Powers’ Bookmaker 
Informedness (B), Markedness (M) 
and Correlation  = geomean(B,M) 
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